
FTP 2 Packet 5: The End is the Beginning of the End Edition
Packet by: Harris Bunker, Trent Koch, Tony Incorvati, Alan Hettinger

Please read to players: This packet is slightly harder than the rest so guess accordingly. 

Tossups:

1. Following a 2006 win over the San Diego Chargers, this man said “I did a lot of preaching this week. I had 
my sermons ready. The good part is the congregation was listening.” This former cornerback recovered the 
fumble during the “Miracle at the Meadowlands” and he spent the vast majority of his career with the 
Philadelphia Eagles. During his most famous press conference, this man proclaimed “you don’t quit at sports.
You retire.” (*) His team then went seven and two the rest of the season and whooped Manning’s Colts 41-0 in the 
postseason that year. After this man was canned by the Kansas City Chiefs, he went on to giving boring opinions on 
ESPN. For 10 points, name this former NFL coach who famously said “You play to win the game. Hello?” during a 
press conference while he was coaching the New York Jets. 
ANSWER: Herman “Herm”  Edwards

2. Xzibit is featured on a track on this album and proclaims “Until my death, I'm Bangladesh/I suggest you 
hold yo' breath til ain't none left”. The main artist of this album criticizes people who are mad at him for 
“being able to afford to provide my family with groceries” in one track. In a music video for a song on this 
album that features a distinctive piano section, the singers are in cars that keep bouncing on their back two 
wheels. In that song, one rapper talks about a time “after mathematics” and says “he got wrapped like a 
mummy”.  Eminem (*)  raps about being with the main artist of this album of “What’s the Difference”  and 
standing “next to a burnt down house” in a song that says “it’s the Chronic II” whose title is about “motherfuckers” 
who forgot about the artist of this album. Another song on this album ends with “smoke weed everyday”. For 10 
points, what 1999 album by Dr. Dre contains the songs “The Next Episode” and “Still D.R.E.” and is titled for a new
millennium year? 
ANSWER: 2001

3. This character has an IQ of 180 and can speak six languages fluently, and is a hidden character in 
Evolution Skateboarding. In one game, this character fights the final boss with a lighter and an aerosol can, 
after which he steals the OILIX formula. At the end of the first game in which this character appears, he 
delivers the message “No big deal, job done, that’s all” after explaining that “Operation Intrude N313 was a 
success.” This character explains that “life isn’t just about passing on your genes” at the end of a 2001 game 
in which George Sears, the leader of a (*) terrorist organization in control of the Big Shell, pretends to be this 
character. In another game, this character is forced out of retirement by Colonel Roy Campbell; this character later 
meets Dr. Hal Emmerich, who founds the Philanthropy organization and adopts the name Otacon. This character is 
challenged to a gunfight by Revolver Ocelot, whose right hand is cut off by Gray Fox. For 10 points, name this spec 
ops soldier of a game series centered around destroying the superweapons known as Metal Gear.
ANSWER: Solid Snake (prompt on partial answers; accept David, Iroquois Pliskin, Old Snake)



4. One meme created from this video includes a screenshot of it with the caption “When your friends are 
sharing their hoe stories and you gotta tell them to turn it down a notch.” The creator of this video has 
created other videos including “how to play a C major scale,” “imaginary baking school,” and “what are you 
waiting for you dumb stupid fuck.” One scene of this video layers the sound of trap airhorns over a picture of 
statues depicting Kannon (*), Seishi, and the Amida Buddha, followed by a horrible mispronunciation of “Baekje”
(PECK-cheh). Two entities in this video engage in hostilities “just for a moment, and then they both get tired and stop”;
this dispute erupted after one side asked the other “can you maybe chill?” to which the response was “how about 
maybe you chill?” This video asks viewers to “vote now on your phones” before explaining that “everyone voted so 
hard that the palace exploded,” leading to the Ōnin War. In response to “how are you supposed to protect your shit? 
[pause] from criminals?,” –FTP— what viral YouTube historical documentary created by Bill Wurtz offers the advice 
“hire a samurai?”
ANSWER: “History of Japan”

6. A player of this sport yells “get out my house” after being broken out of his zen state by another player of 
this sport in episode titled “that character’s back”. The character in the mascot suit for a team who plays this 
sport has, according to the show’s wiki, has his name taken from the Billy Joel song “Moving Out” and plays 
the guitar to get chicks because his dad told him girls only like ugly guys if they are musicians or athletes. The
lyric “I hit the strip club and all them bitches find a pole/Plus I been sippin', so this shit is movin' kinda slow”
appears in the Lil Wayne theme song for a show about A retired player of this sport (*) turned financial 
advisor. Another TV show about this sport features the promising freshman J.D. McCoy in its third season and the 
charismatic Coach Taylor who is played by Kyle Chandler. For 10 points, identify this sport played by the character 
Thad Castle that is central to the plots of Blue Mountain State and Friday Night Lights. 
ANSWER: Football (accept types of football like high school, college, or pro)

7. One member of a band from this country possibly used a quote from Joseph Goebbels on their products 
though the drummer denies it. That same band released a seventeen and a half minute song on a concept 
album about a man named Köhntarkösz stumbling on a Egyptian tomb. A song from this country contains 
the cryptic phrase “Breathing slowly, mechanical heartbeat/Losing contact with the living” and is on the same
album as the song “VACUITY” all caps, One band from this country invented its own language called Kobanï
which was utilized on tracks like “Udu Wurdu” (*) and “DE Futura”. While a 2016 album from a band in this 
country contained the song “Silvera” which was nominated for Best Metal Performance at the Grammys. For 10 
points, identify this home country of the experimental prog band popular of the 60s and 70s named Magma and the 
creators of the 2016 album Magma, Gojira which is led by the Duplantier brothers. 
ANSWER: France (also accept French Republic or République française) [Editor’s Note: Harris has worn a 
Gojira t-shirt with the Way of All Flesh album cover to several tournaments now.]

8. In the Cheech and Chong film Up in Smoke, Pedro’s cousin Strawberry mistakes the police for this group 
during a raid on his house. One member of this group causes a fight in a bar that he later bombs; that 
character was invited to the bar by someone who states that having his best friend be part of this group “will 
not look good on a résumé,” the radio personality (*) Adrian Cronauer. In another film, a member of this group 
wounds Eightball and Doc Jay, and is later discovered to be a young girl who is mercy killed by Private Joker. A 
character who makes a pinkie swear to enter a business contract is shot in the buttocks by a member of this group; 
that character saves Lieutenant Dan, who lost his legs to an attack from this group, and is named Forrest Gump. For 
10 points, name this political-military organization that features prominently as antagonists in the films Full Metal 
Jacket and Apocalypse Now.
ANSWER: Viet Cong (accept National Liberation Front; accept Liberation Army of South Vietnam; accept 
Victor Charlie but jesus christ man)



9. In one of Donald Sterling’s worst moves, an object of this type was traded to Cleveland in the salary dump 
trade of Baron Davis. That object of this type was the principal piece in bringing Kyrie Irving to Cleveland. 
Partially because Cleveland traded one of these objects in for Dan Ford and the 22nd overall pick in 1980, the
NBA introduced the Stepien Rule. Recently, three of these objects were traded from the (*) Brooklyn Nets to 
the Boston Celtics in the KG/Paul Pierce trade which ended up going horribly for Brooklyn when Boston used one 
of these objects to take Jaylen Brown in 2016.  For 10 points, identify this object used in NBA trades in which the 
recipient team receives the pick regardless of where the trading team finishes in the lottery or draft standings. 
ANSWER: Unprotected First Round NBA Draft Pick (prompt on “draft pick” or “first round pick” by asking 
“what kind of pick?”)

10. The director of this film bought an LA home to be close to filming, and encouraged cast members to live 
with him, watch movies and do the title activity at night. This film, produced by Brian Siegel, stars Christina 
Hendricks who plays Blanche the accomplice of Cook. Bryan Cranston appears in this film and his character 
talks to a man in a garage with a yellow car. The premise of this film is about its protagonist, who is a 
Hollywood stuntman (*) , accidentally becomes a participant in crimes. The protagonist of the this film has a 
distinctive jacket with a scorpion on it and often has a toothpick in his mouth. For 10 points, name this movie 
directed by Nicolas Winding Refn about a character played by Ryan Gosling who ends up as a getaway driver. 
ANSWER: Drive

11. One App by Swift Apps LTD in the Google Play store with this name promises that you can “upgrade your
skills to become the Alpha of your pack!” The music video for a song with this title begins with a chicken, a 
fox, a bride, and an archer running into the Bonnaroo music festival. (*). In Stephen Sondheim’s “Into the 
Woods”, this character sings: “Look at that flesh/Pink and plump/Hello, little girl/Tender and fresh”. 
A 1991 Forbes Article gave a title whose first two words are this phrase to a man who “Takes from the rich and 
gives to himself and his merry band of brokers”. For 10 points, name this character, of whom Duran Duran sang of: 
“Smell like I sound, I'm lost in a crowd/ And I'm hungry like” this character.
ANSWER: The Wolf

12. This band’s first album was produced by Ray Manzarek, the keyboardist for The Doors, and included a 
cover of “Soul Kitchen”. “Woody Guthrie sang about B-E-E-T-S, not B-E-A-T-S” is sung in one song off of 
this band’s fourth album, while another song on that album repeats the phrase “don’t forget the Motor City”.
This band’s 1984 cover of “Wild Thing” was featured in the 1989 film Major League (*), after which it became 
a staple at professional baseball games nationwide. This band’s distinctive vocals were provided by Bassist John 
Doe and Exene Cervenka, who was falsely diagnosed with MS in 2009.  For 10 points, name this monoalphabetic 
early American punk band, the most prominent in the L.A. punk scene, whose songs include “Los Angeles”, 
“Johnny Hit And Run Paulene” and “The New World”.
ANSWER: X

13. A song in one of these things proclaims “I love that pussy (hell yeah)/I love that pussy (hell yeah)/ I love 
that pussy dripping down to the floor”. That song is followed by the slogan “Pop an ass open”. Another one of
these things begins with a rendition of the “Spring” section of Vivaldi’s Four Seasons which is then 
interrupted by “Cum On Feel The Noise” by Quiet Riot. Another one of these is a trailer for the winner of the
Beijing Film Festival’s coveted Crying Monkey Award, and features a cameo by Tobey Maguire as a 
homosexual Medieval monk. The final one of these things is a trailer for the highly anticipated sixth 
installment in the Scorcher action film franchise: Scorcher VI: Global Meltdown. (*) For 10 points, name these 
things, which featured the fake products Booty Sweat and Bust-A-Nut, as well as trailers for fake films starring Rob 
Portnoy, Kirk Lazarus, and the Ben Stiller played Tugg Speedman.
ANSWER: Fake Commercials in Tropic Thunder (accept logical equivalents for commercials such as ads, etc.)



14. This being, who says “oh boy”,  ends up in Storyland in one appearance where Little Red Riding Hood 
and the Cat who played the Fiddle also lives. A 1998 episode of cartoon whose title contains the phrase “The 
Wacky Adventures” was called “The Legend of this being’s Island” and shows this being and his species.  In 
one ad, Donald Trump talks about his “amazing deals” before praising this character, who at a time was 
voiced by Kevin Michael Richardson. The Donald then asks “A Big and Tasty (*) for a buck? What’s your 
Secret?” to which this character just blinks. The commercial ends by Trump saying “together this character we 
could own this town”. This character asks “Where’s the Coke” and “Where’s the Shakess?” after he has stolen a 
bunch of cups in an ad whose protagonist is Ronald. FTP, name this purple miscreant who terrorizes people and 
steals their drinks: a blob character who appeared in McDonald’s marketing. 
ANSWER: Grimace (prompt on the purple dude from McDonald’s)
[Editor’s Note: Yes, there was a tossup on Grimace in FTP1. All the clues in here were different too : )]

15. Before this season, in its last playoff appearance, this team was captained by Jason Smith who was traded 
from this team to Philadelphia in 2007. This team, which used to play its games in the Northlands Coliseum 
selected Ryan Nugent-Hopkins with the first pick in 2011, won the draft lottery three (*) consecutive years 
from 2009 to 11. In 2017, a second-year player for this team earned the Art Ross trophy as the league’s best goal 
scorer. A player who played for this team had a freeway originally named Capilano Drive renamed for him and that 
freeway is in the city this team plays in. That player, whose career started with this team of Connor McDavid, owns 
the NHL career points record and has more assists than any player has goals.  Before playing for LA, the Great One, 
Wayne Gretzky  played for—FTP— what NHL franchise based in Alberta? 
ANSWER: Edmonton Oilers (accept either)

16. One example of these can be found in the YouTube comment section of “Concept of Love” from the Jet Set
Radio Future soundtrack, where commenters parody the song’s lyrics by posting “DO YOU UNDERSTAND”
in all caps. YouTube memer kmlkmljkl makes several of these in his short videos, such as Karen from the 
anime Kiniro Mosaic saying “ayaya” to the tune of “Awaken,” as well as a clip from The Matrix where 
Morpheus says “freeze it” (*) and a sound best described as a clock farting accompanies the scene going color-
negative. These are frequently made in memes where some other person is expected to appear, but is replaced with 
one character’s face or his blonde hair and the phrase “It was me” followed by his name. Some of these have 
appeared throughout FTP 2, perhaps most notably the tossup on Yes’s song “Roundabout.” A common shitposting 
trend involves asking “Is that a motherfucking” one of these, oftentimes when they are overtly obvious. For 10 
points, name these references to a long-running anime series that is itself full of pop-culture references.
ANSWER: references to   JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure (accept jojokes; descriptions acceptable)

17. In one song by this band, the singer strangely says “Ill take a life /Ten others may live /Oh thats just the 
way it goes”. That song was in the video game Madden09Q. In a music video for a 2015 single by this musical 
group, a mime fights a clown in its opening sequence and a clown later has his face smeared in pie by a short 
dude in a wifebeater. That song’s refrain references Donkey Kong. In an older song by this band on the same 
record as “Hammerhead” (*), the speaker tells the listener to “Now dance fucker dance”. In a yet another, but 
earlier, song by this Huntington Beach band, the speaker laments the fact that Jamie “dropped out” and “had a 
couple of kids” and that Mark “just plays guitar and smokes a lot of pot”.  For 10 points, identify this punk band that
created the songs “You’re Gonna go Far Kid” and “The Kids Aren’t Alright”. 
ANSWER: The Offspring 



18. Deleted scenes from this show include “Medieval Gynecologist” and “Fuck Me Silly.” One episode of this 
show had to be cut by censors due to the phrase “Mary had a little lamb” being used as a bestiality joke. This 
show’s guest stars have included Mae the Baker and Lee the Lunch Lady, as well as such more famous figures
as Stephen Colbert, Whoopi Goldberg, and (*) Richard Simmons. One recurring member of this show was born 
in Kilmarnock, Scotland and raised in Montréal and Vancouver, while another replaced Billy Porter as Lola in the 
current Broadway run of Kinky Boots. Dan Patterson and Mark Leveson are the creators of this spin-off of a British 
show of the same name, as well as of the British show itself, which is hosted by Clive Anderson. FTP, Aisha Tyler 
now hosts this improvisational comedy show that ran for eight seasons presented by Drew Carey.
ANSWER: Whose Line is it Anyway?

19. Unexplored areas of this video game’s map include old-fashioned drawings of things like large fish, a 
compass, or a boat. Explored but not currently seen areas of the map, on the other hand, are depicted as if 
sketched on parchment. One faction in this game has two playable leaders, one of whom, Gorgo, provides 
culture (*) for combat victories, while the other provides a culture boost for each city you are suzerain of. The 
player may earn great people in this game, with separate abilities specific to each person. This game introduced a 
separate civics tree in a similar style to the series mainstay tech tree. For 10 points, name this latest game in Sid 
Meier’s long running turn-based grand strategy game, which was the first game to include Macedon as a playable 
faction.
ANSWER: Civilization VI

20. In a YouTube video, this man plays poker with Phil Lord, Christopher Miller, Jennifer Lee, and Peyton 
Reed, where he bets them he can make a good movie where the main character is named “Story”. One of this 
director’s films was compared to a “drunk mother reading a half-assed bedtime story to her kid” by a man 
who apparently thinks snorting a line of cocaine will cause you to pass out. That man, an internet “celebrity” 
notices the presence of this director in his office because of the “bad monotone acting, the dialogue that makes
no sense whatsoever, and Europe loving all of this for some reason.” (*) This man reveals a “triple twist” at the 
end of another video, saying it’s the walls, then saying it isn’t, before revealing that it was the walls all along. For 10
points, identify this director, whom the Nostalgia Critic honored by dubbing January 2016 “[this man] Month”, 
which featured reviews of The Happening and Lady in the Water.
ANSWER: M. Night Shyamalan [Editor’s note: This question was written entirely with clues from The Nostalgia 
Critic. Watching these videos is NOT recommended]

21. (TB) This British film director is the son of a certain musical God whose birth inspired his father to write the 
songs “Kooks” and “Oh You Pretty Things”.  This director began his film career as a cameraman before quickly 
moving up to direct a fashion commercial for French Connection.  In this director’s first full length film, a man 
learns about planned obsolescence by discovering that he is a clone sent to the title stellar location implanted with 
false memories.  This director’s 2016 film portrays the corruption of Gul’dan by the demon Kil’jaeden, which, 
kicked off the story that would lead to World of Warcraft.  For 10 points, name this director of Moon, Source Code, 
and Warcraft, the son of David Bowie.
ANSWER: Duncan Jones



Bonuses:

1. Answer the following about, as of writing, the most anticipated film in America, The Emoji Movie for 10 points 
each.
[10] This awful British comedian has a voice acting role in the film as the “character” Hi-5. He’s the current host of 
the Late, Late Show  
ANSWER: James Corden
[10] The director of the emoji movie, Tony Leondis, also directed this animated film starring the best character from 
The Emperor’s New Groove who is voiced by Patrick Warburton. The plot of this 2005 film, according to IMDB, is 
how the title character wants to impress his dad or something.  
ANSWER: Kronk’s New Groove
[10] Alex in The Emoji Movie is to be voiced by this former Disney Channel child actor. He is better known as the 
voice from Fernando in the Rio films and as the male lead in the 2009 classic Hotel for Dogs. 
ANSWER: Jake T. Austin 

2. The Fappening was a hugely important cultural event according to both CNN and that hacker 4chan. For 10 points
each, answer some questions about it. 
[10] The hackers involved in the event hacked this storage service made by Apple partially because it did a poor job 
of preventing easy brute force attacks. 
ANSWER: iCloud
[10] This actress’ nude photos were infamously leaked during the Fappening. In a perhaps hyperbolic Vanity Fair 
interview, this actress said that the hack was “a sex crime”. 
ANSWER: Jennifer Lawrence
[10] In 2017, there was apparently a Fappening 2.0 in which pictures of this actress were leaked to the internet. 
According to Gossip Cop, pics were leaked shortly after a hacker threatened to release them. One picture probably 
doesn’t show a naked version of this person with Dave Franco though people claim it does. 
ANSWER: Alison Brie

3. Answer the following about an interplanetary Mario game for 10 points each. 
[10] Mario Galaxy introduced this presumptive mother of the Lumas. She has also appeared in Mario Kart Wii and 
Smash 4. 
ANSWER: Rosalina (accept Rosetta)
[10] In the Galaxy games, and some subsequent games, such as Mario 3D World, Mario (and Luigi) can do this 
action in both the air and the ground which gives them some distance while jumping and break crystals. 
ANSWER: Star spin
[10] In Galaxy 2, these enemies copy the exact movements of Mario and Luigi which causes the player to get hurt if 
they stand in the same spot too long. These enemies also appear in the Super Mario 3D Land World S levels. 
ANSWER: Cosmic Clones (prompt on clones)



4. This rock supergroup was notable for songs such as “Crossroads” and had several B sides known as the “BBC 
sessions”. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this psychedelic band that featured bassist and vocalist Jack Bruce and released the song “Sunshine of 
your Love”.
ANSWER: Cream 
[10] This man played guitar and did some of the  vocals for Cream. This legendary guitarist wrote “Layla” for the 
blues rock group Derek and the Dominos and the song “Tears in Heaven”.
ANSWER: Eric Clapton 
[10] This Clapton song was the last one on Clapton’s first solo album. This song contains a notable drum solo that 
was often played by Jim Gordon of Derek and the Dominos. The speaker of this song says “The sun could never 
thaw away the bliss that lays around me” before he says the title phrase twice. 
ANSWER: “Let it Rain”

5. For 10 points each, answer some questions about the only talk show to completely destroy its host’s desk in every 
episode.
[10] Name this irreverent Comedy Central show co-hosted by Hannibal Buress. The title host also played Mike in 
the FXX show Man Seeking Woman.
ANSWER: The Eric Andre Show
[10] Besides interviews designed to torture the celebrity guests, The Eric Andre Show also includes on-the-street 
skits. While visiting the 2016 Republican National Convention, Eric Andre crashed a rally led by Alex Jones and 
asked him if he would do this to Andre’s wife.
ANSWER: Have sex (accept equivalents)
[10] This self-proclaimed “worst show on television” first appeared as a skit in season 2 episode 6. Because of the 
segment’s widespread unpopularity, the season 3 finale was almost entirely composed of this skit.
ANSWER: “Bird Up!”

6. Answer the following about Jalen Rose’s post NBA media career for 10 points each.
[10] Rose co-founded his “Jalen Rose Leadership Academy” charter school in this city. Rose was born in this city 
and was a Pistons fan in his youth. 
ANSWER: Detroit, Michigan
[10] In promotional materials for the Jalen and Jacoby podcast, Jalen is holding a wood object of this type. In the 
oldschool videos Jalen Rose and Bill Simmons videos, Jalen would hold an intimidating black object of this type 
over his shoulder for reasons unknown. 
ANSWER: A baseball bat
[10] Rose’s Champagne and Campaign stories on both Simmons’ show and Jalen and Jacoby were part of this 
website’s lineup of podcasts before this site was canceled in 2015. This pop culture and sports website also featured 
notable writers like Zach Lowe, Andy Greenwald and Wesley Morris. 
ANSWER: Grantland



7. This game was created almost entirely by one person, who coded 99 percent of the game in x86 assembly 
language. FTPE:
[10] Name this classic 1999 management sim created for PC by Chris Sawyer, who apocryphally hated the title 
objects and created this game as an excuse to go on them.
ANSWER: RollerCoaster Tycoon (accept RCT I guess)
[10] The second scenario in RollerCoaster Tycoon takes place in this large desert park with a kickass mine ride 
already up and running. Players must bring 650 guests to this alliteratively-named park by October, Year 3, with a 
park rating of at least 600, of course.
ANSWER: Dynamite Dunes
[10] A time-honored tradition among less serious players involves building this type of roller coaster, usually the 
premade “Shuttle Loop” track, then setting it to Powered Launch mode and cranking the speed to maximum to send 
the cars to their fiery, pixelated deaths. This simple, fast roller coaster type is capable of more stunts than its “mini” 
variant.
ANSWER: Steel Roller Coaster

8. It is a known fact that this music adds 20 horsepower to any car in which it is played loudly. For 10 points each:
[10] First, name this genre of memetastic dance music that commonly features Italians singing in broken English, 
fast cars, and stupid love songs. This music's "super" variety is released in compilations and it forms much of the 
soundtrack of the anime Initial D.
ANSWER: Eurobeat (accept Para Para)
[10] This Eurobeat song by Max Coveri was a huge Internet meme in the early 2000s. Name this song that says "get 
your credit card 'cause I need no money" and describes the title action as "a new way I like to be."
ANSWER: "Running in the 90s"
[10] This question's writer once hit 110 on the highway listening to this appropriately named song by Manuel. Name
this song from the Initial D Fifth Stage compilation album that asks "Do you like my car?" and says "tonight, I'll fly, 
and be your lover."
[10] "Gas Gas Gas"

9. Answer the following about the illustrious acting career of everyone’s favorite Vancouverite Hayden Christensen 
for 10 points each: 
[10] After starring as Anakin Skywalker, Christensen career seemed to start tumbling. The start of the descent was in
Episode 2 when he slandered this mineral grain for its “coarse, rough and irritating” nature. Ironic, because Anakin’s
personality was all those things. 
ANSWER: Sand
[10] Hayden couldn’t escape the sand, as it was featured on the cover of this 2008 action movie along with the 
Pyramids and the Sphynx. Hayden’s character David Rise can teleport in this film that starred Rachel Bilson if you 
remember her. 
ANSWER: Jumper
[10] Going back in time, though: back in ‘03, Christensen starred as a journalist who made up a shit ton of stories in 
this underrated film. Based off a true story, the protagonist of this film, a writer for the New Republic, now works as 
a paralegal because California wouldn’t let him practice law after he passed the California bar exam.
ANSWER: Shattered Glass



10. In honor of Mike Cheyne, let’s remember some 80’s wrestlers for 10 points each:
[10] This man, who weighed in at 450 pounds and was 6 foot 5, had a famous black spandex outfit. He tolds the 
WWE record for shortest pin, but may be unfortunately remembered as the guy who lost Wrestlemania II. 
ANSWER: King Kong Bundy (or Daddy Bundy or Boom Boom Bundy)
[10] This wrestler may today be remembered for his political career at the governor of Minnesota, had a rivalry with 
noted heel Vince McMahon that got him a commentating slot. This wrestler’s finishing move was the Body 
Breacker. 
ANSWER: Jesse “The Body” Ventura. 
[10] Born in Tehran, this wrestler served in his country’s army during the Iran-Contra affair and beat Bob Backlund 
for the heavyweight title in 1983. He and Nikolai Volkoff held the WWE Tag Team title. 
ANSWER: Iron Shiek (accept Colonel Mustapha)

11. For this bonus, let’s take a rest from all that Bitcoin mining, pop some non-FDA-approved popcorn, and enjoy 
some libertarian-friendly TV shows. For 10 points each:
[10] This tragically short science-fiction series created by Joss Whedon tells the story of a renegade crew aboard the 
spaceship Serenity. Name this series whose rabid fans clamor for more than 14 episodes and a movie.
ANSWER: Firefly
[10] Though it has no overt political agenda, this show set and produced in Baltimore is chock full of delicious anti-
establishment themes. This show’s creator David Simon aims to highlight “how we live together,” and in doing so 
has demonstrated the dysfunction in Baltimore’s school system, media, police force, and drug trade.
ANSWER: The Wire
[10] This admittedly shitty post-apocalyptic drama focuses on Jake Green and the intrigue in the government of the 
Allied States of America. This show, centered on the title town in Kansas, was cancelled after one bad season, 
restarted due to pressure from fans, and lasted seven more episodes before becoming too shitty to perpetuate.
ANSWER: Jericho

12. Though most of this movie is in English, some lines are delivered in French, such as “Fetchez la vache” and “I 
fart in your general direction.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 1975 film loosely based on Arthurian legend, written and performed by a legendary English sketch 
comedy group featuring Graham Chapman as Arthur, King of the Britons.
ANSWER: Monty Python and the Holy Grail
[10] On their quest for the Holy Grail, the Knights of the Round Table meet this fearsome beast that they kill with 
the Holy Hand Grenade of Antioch. Name this deceptively fluffy monster, about which Tim warns “death awaits you
all with nasty, big, pointy teeth.”
ANSWER: the Rabbit of Caerbannog
[10] This quantity in fluid mechanics is part of a three-part question posed by a bridgekeeper to King Arthur and can
be calculated with the Strouhal ratio. This kinematic quantity is dependent upon the African or European origin of 
the namesake avian species.
ANSWER: the airspeed velocity of an unladen swallow (precise wording is necessary; accept answer in the form 
of a question)



13. Because there hasn’t been enough football in this packet, answer the following bonus about the 2016 UEFA 
European Championship. 
[10] This host country of the 2016 Euros lost in a heartbreaking final to Portugal One-Nil. Some of the games in the 
Euros were played in this country’s city of Saint-Denis. 
ANSWER: France (or French Republic, etc. you know the drill)
[10] Rowdy fans of this country fought English fans at the 2016 Euros which almost caused this country to be 
humorously tossed out of the tournament. Fans of this side kicked and punched English fans though it tied England 
1-1 in its actual match.
ANSWER: Russia (or Russian Federation or Rossiyskaya Federatsiya)
[10] You may have heard that Iceland humiliatingly beat England and knocked them out of the competition. This 
Icelandic hero made the winning goal in the 2-1 game. If you think this is hard, then rest assured there are not that 
many people who live in Iceland for you to guess. 
ANSWER: Kolbeinn Sigthorsson

14. Harambe the gorilla was a cultural phenomenon and a true modern hero, inspiring many pieces of music.  For  
10 points each, identify some artists who wrote songs about Harambe.
[10] This artist’s song about Harambe doesn’t actually mention the gorilla, the closest reference being “go apeshit, 
go godzilla bae, back it up.”  The song appeared on his 2016 mixtape JEFFREY.
ANSWER: Young Thug
[10] This Japanese-Australian musician made a far more heartfelt tribute to the ape but then cruelly expressed his 
wish that they had taken the mother’s life instead.
ANSWER: Filthy Frank (accept Joji Miller, George Miller, or Pink Guy)
[10] This YouTube songwriter repeatedly asked “what the fuck we doin with gorrilla with the kid?!” in his Harambe 
tribute song.  He has also written a song all about Phillip DeFranco.
ANSWER: Hot Dad

15. FTP has a long tradition going back at least a year, and that tradition includes the FTP retrospective. For 10 
points each, answer some questions about FTP2.
[10] This year’s FTP packet 1 included a tossup 0 for the first time in FTP history. In tossup 0, this animated 
character is said to be a playable character in the Gamesphere’s version of Marvel vs. Capcom 2.
ANSWER: Hank Hill
[10] Along with the Wow React, this is the only Facebook reaction mentioned in FTP2. It’s also the memey-ist. 
Correct pronunciation is required.
ANSWER: angery [pr. ANG Gurr Ree] (prompt, but do NOT accept “angry”)
[10] In the “Squidward Tentacles” tossup, a YouTube poop video of Squidward killing himself accompanied by this 
song is mentioned. The music video for this song features the singer playing with flower petals, leaves, and a bunch 
of sand.
ANSWER: “Only Time” by Enya



16. Answer the following about Cartoon Network Shows that were canceled far too soon in favor of shit like 
Destroy Rebuild Destroy. 
[10] This ironically named mecha cartoon contained animation that was reminiscent of School House Rock. This 
show only lasted 13 episodes, and its main character was an automaton who attended Polyneaux Middle School. The
main character was voiced by a text to speech program in its first and-more-or-less only season per Wikipedia.  
ANSWER: Whatever Happened to... Robot Jones?
[10] This other mecha show aired in 2004 and 2005 centers around Coop, Jamie and Kiva as they fight evil doers 
with a robot from the future that happens to have a car for a head. 4chan’s /co/ [ rhymes with “dough”] board 
supposedly has had 2800 threads about this series. 
ANSWER: Mega XLR
[10] I’m sure you have heard of Robotomy which lasted 10 episodes in 2010. World Leaders made the show along 
with Venture Bros which aired on this late night cartoon and adult programming block on the Cartoon Network that 
also aired shows like Aqua Teen Hunger Force. 
ANSWER: Adult Swim

17. For 10 points each, answer the following about some of the best battle speeches in film history.
[10] This 1970 biographical film with a screenplay by Francis Ford Coppola captures the gruff, irreverent spirit of 
its title military figure. At the start of this film, George C. Scott delivers a thoroughly unsanitized speech which he 
ends with “now you sons of bitches know how I feel.”
ANSWER: Patton
[10] In an appropriately “free” second part, name this 1995 war epic chronicling William Wallace, played by Mel 
Gibson, as he leads the Scots “in defiance of tyranny” and tells his supporters “you’ve come to fight as free men, 
and free men you are.”
ANSWER: Braveheart
[10] Though not a war film, The Wolf of Wall Street sees Leo DiCaprio’s character of Jordan Belfort deliver an 
expletive-laced speech in which he repeatedly refers to these objects. Belfort says these “little black boxes” are “the 
great equalizer,” and tells his employees to be “terrorists” of these objects, saying several times to pick them up and 
start using them.
ANSWER: telephones

18. Answer the following about people that were too badass to play by the rules and were banned from Major 
League Baseball for various reasons. 
[10] This player, bizarrely nicknamed “Charlie Hustle”, was banned for supposedly only betting on his Cincinnati 
Reds as a player and manager. Unfortunately, in Harris’ opinion, the Hall of Fame refuses to consider this MLB Hit 
King for the Hall of Fame after he was banned in 1989.
ANSWER: Pete Rose
[10] After supposedly conspiring with quizbowl hero Meyer Wolfsheim to throw the 1919 World Series, this Black 
Sox outfielder was banned from baseball for life which prevents this lifetime .356 [three fifty-six] hitter from Hall 
consideration. Teammates say though, that this player was only implicated in the scandal to give it credibility but 
this goes against the fact that he had 12 hits in the World Series. 
ANSWER: “Shoeless Joe” Jackson (accept Joseph Jefferson Jackson)
[10] William D. Cox made bets on this team which he owned which got him banned for life by Commissioner 
Landis. Another owner of this team, Horace Fogel accused the league fixed games in favor of the New York Giants 
despite being linked to the ownership of the Chicago Cubs. Fogel was then unanimously banned for life. 
ANSWER: Philadelphia Phillies (accept either or Philadelphia Livewires. Do NOT accept Philadelphia Athletics.)



19. This musical group released the album The Violent Sleep of Reason in 2016. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify that progressive metal band that released “Bleed” on its album ObZen which shows an androgynous-
looking man with blood on his limbs meditating. 
ANSWER: Meshuggah 
[10] Meshuggah’s music is often associated with a meme about this five-letter word that describes a type of 
progressive metal. Urban Dictionary defines this word as “noise onomatopoetia [sic]. The sound you get when you 
palm mute with razor tight, high gain tone. “
ANSWER: djent
[10] Meshuggah performed at the 2002 Columbus version of this musical tour. This music event, named after the 
lead singer of Black Sabbath, has featured acts such as Marilyn Manson and Slipknot. 
ANSWER: Ozzfest

20. This comedian branched out of his usual TV role to write, direct, and star in the 2007 film Big Man Japan. For 
10 points each:
[10] Name this Japanese comic actor best known as the exaggerating, sarcastic balding boke [BOH-kay] in the comedy
duo Downtown alongside Hamada Masatoshi.
ANSWER: Matsumoto Hitoshi (accept Mat-chan)
[10] Matsumoto and Hamada gained much popularity through this variety show, which they co-host alongside 
comedy duo Cocorico and comedian Tsukitei Hōsei. 
ANSWER: Downtown no Gaki no Tsukai ya Arahende!! (accept Downtown’s This is No Task for Kids!!)
[10] A yearly staple of Gaki no Tsukai is the “batsu game,” in which the five hosts must survive 24 hours in a 
themed location without performing this action. Every time one of the participants does this, they receive a 
punishment which has varied over the years from a blowdart in the ass to a slap with a billy club.
ANSWER: laughing (accept word forms/synonyms)
[Editor’s Note: If this was the last bonus, we hope you enjoyed the set :)]


